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Long overdue
adaptation of
a series that
was popular

20+ years ago

The gang
likes an
isekai!

Two or more
hosts have
the same
Top 5 List

Jacki thirsts
for more

blood and
violence

The
stream

dies

That
Hype

Sakuga!!

Someone goes
off on a tangent

completely
unrelated to

anime

A show that's
not even trying
to hide the fact

that it's a
commercial for a

mobile game

The
"Slavery,
But, You
Know, it's

Fine!" Anime

A 2nd Season
for an anime
that we've
completely

forgotten exists

MAPPA nabs
another one

of the
season's

biggest shows

A killer
needle-

drop/AMV
moment

Potato-
kun gets
a harem

A light novel
adaptation

causes
someone to

regret their life
choices

Geoff gets
very excited

for an anime's
voluptuous

"plot"

The
seasonal

"problematic
fave"/guilty
pleasure

A show with
a terrible title
that ends up
being really

cool

Disney
imprisons a
show in the

Hulu
Hoosegow

James makes a
joke that forces

Lynzee to
reconsider why

she ever hired him
in the first place

A cast of
women who are

only
distinguishable
by their hairdos

A character's
boobs get more
animation than
the rest of the

trailer

HiDive nabs
a

surprisingly
great pick for

streaming

A show with
animation so

bad that it
makes

everyone
cringe

Someone
makes a

terrible pun
(that still gets a

laugh out of
Lynzee)
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Call List
Use this randomly generated list as your call list when playing the game. There is no need to say the BINGO
column name. Place some kind of mark (like an X, a checkmark, a dot, tally mark, etc) on each cell as you
announce it, to keep track. You can also cut out each item, place them in a bag and pull words from the bag.

1

A character's
boobs get more
animation than
the rest of the

trailer

2
The

"Slavery,
But, You
Know, it's

Fine!" Anime

3
Someone
makes a

terrible pun
(that still gets a

laugh out of
Lynzee)

4

James makes a
joke that forces

Lynzee to
reconsider why

she ever hired him
in the first place

5

A killer
needle-

drop/AMV
moment

6
A show that's

not even trying
to hide the fact

that it's a
commercial for a

mobile game

7

Jacki thirsts
for more

blood and
violence

8

Someone goes
off on a tangent

completely
unrelated to

anime

9

That
Hype

Sakuga!!

10

The
stream

dies

11
A light novel
adaptation

causes
someone to

regret their life
choices

12
Disney

imprisons a
show in the

Hulu
Hoosegow

13
The

seasonal
"problematic
fave"/guilty
pleasure

14

Two or more
hosts have
the same
Top 5 List

15

The gang
likes an
isekai!

16

Geoff gets
very excited

for an anime's
voluptuous

"plot"

17

Long overdue
adaptation of
a series that
was popular

20+ years ago

18
HiDive nabs

a
surprisingly

great pick for
streaming

19
A show with
a terrible title
that ends up
being really

cool

20

A 2nd Season
for an anime
that we've
completely

forgotten exists

21

MAPPA nabs
another one

of the
season's

biggest shows

22

Potato-
kun gets
a harem

23

A cast of
women who are

only
distinguishable
by their hairdos

24
A show with
animation so

bad that it
makes

everyone
cringe


